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HILLSIDE TERRACES OR DITCHES.
Bv F. E. EMERQTAERICULTURIST.

The proper handling of water on a farm is of very great import-ance. The value of an abundant supply of water to growing crops,and the injury produced by an excess, are often the controlling fac-tors in crop production. Different methods of handling this watermust be practised under the wide‘.y varying conditions which pre-vail in different sections, and with the very wide range of soils, andthe topography of each. In general, on our hillsides where the soilparticles are fine, great care must be given to ease down the rain-fall in order to prevent the soil from being carried down with it,and thus produce unsightly gelled and gullied areas, at once dis—heartening and expensive to reclaim. (See Plate 1.) Underdrainsare suitable to some localities, but even with these, furrows are oftennecessary to hold the soil, when, as often happens, an inch or twoof water may be poured down in a single shower or storm of longerduration.Hillside ditches are often made, but they are soon fringed withan uncultivated weedy strip, harmful to the rest of the field, inaddition to the waste of land and their unsightly appearance. Theyare also impassable to wagons and farm machinery which must bebrought into more frequent use on North Carolina farms.Confronted with the competition of recent years, and the neces-sity of adopting more intensive methods of farming with increasinguse of farm machinery. Mr. P. D. Mangum, of Wake Forest, N. 0.,originated a method of terracing which has improved his land, andenabled him to use modern implements. After using the methodfor ten years since 1885, the result has been so satisfactory that itis being adopted and used by a large number of farmers who havevisited his farm to inspect his “terraces” and learn how to con-struct them.It may be safely stated that the popularity of these terraces isthe pride of the town. This pride is well placed, too, for the waterfalling on fields well terraced, is so well handled that improvementbegins at once. No water is allowed to “run” and begin to “cut”or denude any part of the field, and the grading is so evenly ar-ranged that the soil water must always be moving through the soil,either with the slope of the hillside, or following the Winding of theterrace toward the bottom in a more circuitous route. The terra-cing is done so that a plow, drill, reaper, rake, mower, or wagoncan be driven safely over the field and the whole cultivated as
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neatly as the most fastidious farmer might desire. Mr. Mangum’sfields are patterns of clean culture, and the history of each one,under the new system, is one of increasing production with de-‘ -, creasing cost.The observer may find the same kind of terracing in other local-} ities and counties now (see Plate 11), but nowhere else can there be,u, found so enthusiastic an advocate as in the originator, who has seen1 his crops increase with the better provision for the distribution of{a rainfall, while the risk of serious damage from heavy showers andstorms has diminished materially.The method of making these terraces is, first to lay off a linerising from where the outlet of the terrace is to be, at an easy regu-lar rate, so that the water will not run in the ditch or hollow whichis prepared, and then plow out and finish with a level and handtoo s. THE LEVELING INSTRUMENT.
The Leveling Instrument (figure 1) will be first described, afterwhich the construc-tion of the terracewill be given. Theinstrument is a light,handy one, used inmaking the gra d eand locating the po-sition of the terraceson the hillside. Themost convenient in-struments are such

, as have an even ali-
<——e~ In“ quot part of 100 feetFig. l.—Levelling Instrument for laying out terraces. fOI' the spread Of the

legs or sides at the bottom. For convenience, the following de-
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4.DEEPGULLYRESULTING.

the bottom. The wood must be light, well seasoned and straight,and free from tendency to warp. The legs should be cut on anangle of 45 degrees, and just feet Tsa‘fii‘é‘h—long on the out orlonger side. When the cuts are joined eveTiTy’r, the ends should reston the ground or a floor, evenly, and just ten feet apart from outsideto outside. The pieces may be 1x4 or 1 X 5 inches, dressed on four ‘sides. A strip of wood to holcrth'éiop firmly together should beput onwith screws. The cross bag- should also be fastened withs6féfi7s. It shohld be placed at the same distance from the top oneach side so that it will be level when the instrument stands on alevel floor. A saw cut in the top between the two sides will hold aN . , _ , glugaibjirie, which, when the weight is attached and the instrument\\\\\\\\\\\§ ‘ ) ) is set level, marks the middle point of the cross piece, if the meas-urements have been correctly made and the whole put togetherproperly. Mark the middle point “0.” Now, instead of using the

PLATEI.—Fieldswithincipienthillsidewashes,anddeepgulliescausedbyincompleteditching.

scription is for one which spans ten feet from outside to outside at .-
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PLATEII.—AMangumHillsideTerraceonthefarmofTheN.0CollegeofAgricultureandMechanicArts.1‘
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plumb line for work, it is better, because wind affects the line, touse another device. Make a thin, light piece of wood, using, if’l’m 4,,desired, a piece cut from the cross-bar, or one of the legs, if it haslength enough to reach from the top down over the cross-bar. Boltit to the top of the instrument so that it will swing freely, observingto bore the bolt hole in the centre and also in the top of the instru-ment where the plumb line crossed it. When this tongue is boltedon, cut out a narrow opening in it just in front of the cross-bar sothe “0” mark can be seen when the instrument stands level. Asmall iron carpenter’s level, costing about 15 cents, can now be setinto the tongue so the bubble in it will stand under the middle linewhen the instrument is on a level floor, and the “0” mark showsthrough the tongue when it hangs freely and at rest. Now it isready to be graduated, i. e., to so place the marks by which it maybe known how much fall is being given a terrace for every 100 feetof its length. Our instrument is ten feet Wide, or just one-tenth ofone hundred. If we raise one leg on a block one inch high it givesa rise of one inch in ten feet, which multiplied by ten gives teninches for every one hundred feet. It may be best to make thegraduations with a fine plumb line and quite a heavy weight. Firstfix the “0” mark accurately; then raise one leg on a two-inchblock and mark the point where the line crosses the cross-bar witha fine pencil mark. Divide the space from “0” to the line intofour equal ones By raising one leg two inches the high grade of20 inches to 100 feet has been fixed. Dividing the space into fourparts fixes a line on the bar for a grade of 5, 10, 15 and 20 inchesper 100 feet, and these lines may be thus marked. A similar spaceon the opposite side of the “0” may be laid off and marked in thesame way, and then either side may be used, or the other side maybe graduated for different grades.In cutting out the peep-hole on the tongue through which to seethe “O” or grade mark, it will be well to observe the followingprecaution: Mark the middle of the tongue on both sides with apencil for a space longer than the cross-bar is Wide. Bore out aittle of the middle of these lines in which to insert a small saw;

ia
then saw out the middle lines up and down to the width of t ;\cross-bar or more. Bore more holes near the ends of the saw, 0 \;and take out a round or oval piece of the tongue. Stretch a stringacross from saw cut to saw cut ; or fit a thin, narrow, but straightpiece of metal across the opening so it will cover the “ 0” line whenthe instrument stands level.If desired, a larger instrument to span 12% or any desired numberof feet may be constructed in the same way. The width in feetshould be made an even divisor of one hundred, which will savetime in calculations, and be easier to use.

LAYING OFF THE TERRACE.
In order to explain more easily the use of the level and grade of

1‘,~.l'
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a terrace, a drawing (figure 2) is here introduced. This representsa field which needs to be terraced. Dotted lines, called contourlines, have been drawn to show levels twenty inches apart verti-cally, that is, if one were to walk the whole length of one line hewould neither go up nor down, but would go in and out on thatlevel according to whether there were prominent places or hollows.Then if a twenty—inch rule were set up straight on one dotted line,its top would be just level with the next line above. By the cross-ing of the solid “terrace” lines over the dotted lines in the figure,one may see more plainly the progress which is being made. It is

Fig. 2.-—A hill to be terraced. showing contour lines and location of terraces;
desired to direct the water toward the run on the left. The dis-tance the terraces should be located from each other, depends onseveral conditions: the kind of soil, its depth and fineness, thesteepness of the hillside, and the amount of rainfall which may ,‘beexpected, rather than upon any fixed rules. , : ,3In figure 2, the lines of terraces have been run upward to theright from points a, b, c and d. This shows that starting with aninstrument set to rise 10 inches for every 100 feet, the vertical dis-tance between the contour lines is traversed in two hundred feet ofthe terrace. The water is carried off by each terrace in the simplestmanner by making each one start at the points named above. If,however, it is desired to hold the water which falls on the land fora longer time, then when terrace a-g has been laid off, turn aboutand run up from “g” to “f—c,” making a terrace “c-f-g,” downwhich water must pass to reach the first terrace “g—a.” In the
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same way, starting again at “f” and laying off a terrace to “e”carries the water back down the hill in an easy zigzag direction,which allows for the greatest amount of soakage through the soil.N0 harm can be done at any point, because the grades, during theWhole of their course, are so even that the water passes from pointto point so gradually that its denuding effect is never felt.{{“After laying off a terrace and looking back over it, the stakesleft to mark the course will be seen to be a very broken line. Itwill be well to go back over it and move in those too far out of thegeneral curves on either side. It is good practice to take up thestakes to be used again, and the line of the terrace may be indica-ted by stifl" broom straws, a handful of which is taken for the pur-pose when the line is to be evened up for the plow.

FORMING THE TERRACE.
With a small plow and one mule turn two furrows, one up andthe other down, on the line indicated by the broom straws. Nowa heavier plow and team may be used and eight or ten furrowsplowed on each side toward the first, which is to be the embank-ment of the terrace when completed. The work may now be ad-vanced by plowing on the upper side only, as shown by the draw-ings* (see figure 3), except that more earth will be removed in thiscase than is there shown, and the bank made higher when the ter-race is finished. A side—hill plow to work back and forth on thesame strip should be used, but turning the soil every time one fur-

upperside on to the bank to make a level about ten feet wide. (See“ 0,” figure 4). The terrace is complete when this leveling has been
*FromAN. 0. Experiment Station Bulletin 71.
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done. The terrace is kept up and strengthened each year by makingthe bank the back furrow every time the field is plowed.In planting, the rows are run diagonally across each terrace andjust steep enough, so that if there is any water to run it will followthe row instead of crossing from row to row. Water is dischargedfrom row to terrace toward the top, or u ”hillwrather than down.Therefore the steepne§fifffi§iiflléidéfaii tendency of the soil to

Fig. 4.—-Section of Hillslde showing Terrace.
wash, determines the slope of the rows. The tendency all the timeshould be to deepen the soil by thoroughness in plowing, and thusfurther retard the flow of water. Care should be taken to addsomething to the humus in the soil each year, and also to plow alittle deeper each time until there is a sufficient depth of soil to takeup and hold the water from a sudden heavy shower or a long storm,and ease it down to the outlets of the terraces with no appearanceof water on the surface to threaten a break anywhere in the field.
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